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right with a ladder projecting upward from the hole’s depth. A 
possible reference to things beneath the surface, the imagery 
and the colors are pleasant but the subject matter is subtly left 
to conjecture.

The bed, another recurring motif, is the artist’s symbol for 
intersection, where everything joins. For instance, “Shut Eye” 
depicts an oversized, impossibly large bed and headboard. 
The adult figure and an amorphous form, a cat maybe, lie in 
repose and appear small as infants while the quilt patterns 
compositionally respond to the other paintings by boasting the 
ubiquitous X pattern and nearly absorbing its occupants.

A separate but conjoining series titled Vorschriften is influenced 
by historic Pennsylvania Dutch writing exercises of the 
same name. This invented language, through the use of a 
pictographic alphabet to spell out certain words and phrases, 
translates intimate details that women have about their bodies, 
particularly details that are uncomfortable or confusing. Like 
a visual glyph, these details float like islands on the pure white 
surfaces of paper, seemingly pasted on, collage-like, combined 
symbolically into abstruse juxtapositions.

A framed sheet of text hangs between two pictographs, “Little 
Bo Peep” and “Little Jack Horner.” As both of the works are block 
prints consisting of foggy, heavily printed type fonts, the sheet acts 
as an alphabet key, or legend, spelling out the beginning of the 
classic nursery rhymes in descrypt language. By using the same 
key this alphabet also spells out in image form other pieces within 
the Vorschriften series. Although a couple of them are untitled, the 
imagery of naked shame, remorse and isolation is very apparent in 
representations of women with their backs to the viewer, or in one 
piece where a woman buries her face in her hands.

Widely exhibited, her work has been published in such 
periodicals as Create Magazine, The Jealous Curator, and 
Field Magazine. She has exhibited in Boston, Montreal, Toronto, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, New York, and Rome. She currently 
lives and works in Philadelphia.

Buckwalter adapts her Pennsylvania Dutch ancestry to 
investigate feminine identity and sexuality along with the 
coexistence of contradictions. Her paintings arrange disparate 
objects and mysterious figures in ambiguous spaces and obscure 
narratives that embrace paradox as a means of examining how 
gender-related expectations are manifest in the manner we live. 
The exhibition’s title Repeating X while not only responding to the 
quilt’s crisscross patterning, may also be conjectured to infer the 
double X female chromosome in the DNA helix and the idea of 
something more profound, such as the value of all women.



In itself, the title Repeating X suggests a number of meanings for the 14 
gouaches and two woodcuts on exhibit. Created by Philadelphia artist 
Anne Buckwalter, these dynamic yet delicate works on paper are 
focused on the identity, or purpose if you like, of women’s existence 
in today’s segregated and often misogynist geo-political sphere.

For the artist, it is her own history and the Amish quilts of Lancaster-
based Pennsylvania-Germans that capture her attention with 
repeating grids of X-shaped squares and diamonds that assume 
precedence in her intimate paintings and block prints. Born and 
raised in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Buckwalter is very familiar with 
the stitched patterns of quilt makers who produce the beautifully 
sewn fabrics. Growing up in a Pennsylvania-German community, 
of course, has left a resounding impression on her, resulting in this 
selection of highly-personalized expressions.

The quilt is openly considered a symbol of domesticity, comfort 
and wholesomeness. The X patterns are acknowledged as 
the dominant motif and strongly represented throughout 
Buckwalter’s series. This collection of gentle squares, 
accompanied by female figures and incongruous objects, act 
as an analogous backdrop to the artist’s critical intentions. Her 
work is inspired from a wide swathe of external sources, but the 
history of allegorical painting remains influential as some of the 
objects rendered invoke curious implications.

Traditionally, a group of women would sit in the round, a “quilting 
circle,” and work in tandem to make a large piece of sewn fabric. 
A community activity that only the women perform, the quilting 
circle’s end result often provided the only decoration within a 
simply-furnished home used commonly for a guest’s comfort 
or to display prosperity. Amish belief generally discourages 
individual expression. But quilt making allows women to express 
their creative, communal and nurturing natures.

These works are more modest than small, at about two or 
three feet to a side, and more-so reserved than tentative. They 
are complex and concentrated, emotional, inquisitive and 
investigative. Within a tightly proficient use of gouache — an 
opaque watercolor — the paintings portray anonymous women 
positioned against the patterns. At first glance, the paintings 
appear more like serigraphs than watercolors.

The women, alone or in pairs, are ambiguously-depicted either 
asleep, maybe crawling, some nude, on the floor or curled in 
their beds. Other objects, such as brown shag carpeting, brick 
walls and wood grain, along with certain items — brooms, 
ladders and a sex toy or two are embedded within the imagery. 
Each work owns a metaphor that exhorts paradoxical elements 
of shame and pleasure, intimacy and anonymity, as well as 
emptiness and excess in an imaginary scenario.

“Poinsettia,” for one example, offers two women sleeping on a 
carpet quilt that occupies the lower two thirds of the painting, 
the poinsettia plant sitting on a slatted wooden floor. A large 
circular opening through the floor is rendered to the upper 
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